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Informations on bus, autobus and trasports.

 





Informations on bus, autobus and trasports.
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Alibus is the direct line of the A.N.M. S.p.a (Azienda Napoletana Mobilità) which maintains continuous connection between the city of Naples and Naples Capodichino Airport. Alibus connects Naples International Airport daily with the Piazza Garibaldi Railway Station and the Municipio (Molo Beverello) Maritime Station. Just stop at: Airport, Garibaldi Square […]
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Circumvesuviana is a railway operating services in the East of the Naples metropolitan area. It is managed by EAV Ente Autonomo Volturno. The Circumvesuviana railway service covers a wide catchment area of over 2 million people, distributed in 47 municipalities, including Scafati, San Valentino Torio and Sarno in the province […]
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EAV Ente Autonomo Volturno serves the connection Naples Sorrento by train or bus.   Train EAV train is named Circumvesuviana. It passes through a lot of cities including Pompeii (How to reach Pompeii), Ercolano, Castellammare e Pozzano. Timetable train Circumvesuviana Naples – Sorrento   Bus The bus line covers the evening and night hours during which […]
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Below  a list of the companies that operate connection services to and from Naples Capodichino Airport and Naples city center, Salerno and Sorrento  Airport Naples Capodichino – Naples city center Here are some information about lines connecting Naples Airport Capodichino and the city center. – Alibus Alibus connects Naples International […]
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Below is the search engine to find the timetable of the Sita buses
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